Homework 1:
- Make sure you’ve submitted by email on Homework 1, since a grade of A is secured by having successfully completed Slate proofs for (a)–(i), as confirmed by “I have ...” in said email!
- Goal Analysis (Again) & Part 2 ...

Test 1:
- Q5: Go & AlphaGo again, briefly ...
- Q6:
  - Roger & Q6 ... (LAMA-BDL)
  - *Much* simpler than *Entscheidungsproblem*, which is the theoremhood decision problem for FOL. The problem here is only deciding whether or not the input formula is well-formed or not.
  - Now in FOL you are tackling instances of the Entscheidungsproblem.
- Gifts: Q4 (c) & (g)! ...
- Grading Scheme on Test 1 ...
  - Super generous partial credit!
  - 35+ A
  - 25+ B
  - others C (see us if under 10)

Test 2:
- Test 2 (March 28) will have the same general format. Ergo, next class will be very important. You are urged to make sure that coming into that class, you are entirely up to date on solving exercises given in class (and listed in the slide decks).
- Use Slate in class! Tests are open everything (except other human beings providing information during the test).